Minnesota Timberwolves vs. Los Angeles Clippers – Nov. 17, 2016
Philadelphia 76ers Head Coach Brett Brown
On the Timberwolves being ahead of the 76ers in development of young players…
I think that they are a lot further ahead for all of the obvious reasons and it is not a lack of respect or
disservice to our guys at all. This group that you are looking at played with each other all of last year.
Many, many, many games together and they’re just further along. I think Tom (Thibodeau) does a great
job with them. It is just part of the evolution of where we’re at. They are two years ahead of us and so
it’s on me and my staff to keep our guys up… to help them. I thought we played very well last night. I
thought Jahlil (Okafor) was really good last night. As a group, we got jumped right from the beginning,
with a lethal second period, and it sort of set the stage for the night.

On the talent of Wiggins and Towns compared to 76ers talent…
When you sit there and watch Karl Anthony-Towns and Andrew Wiggins and they’re older and they’ve
played with each other. You’re projecting out with [Joel] and seeing where he is going to be and just
guessing where he is going to be. Joel is going to be just fine. Somehow he tripped on a double-double
and I don’t even know how. I just see those guys as further along. In fact, several years further… 2-3
years further along and good for them. They have a great foundation. The city of Minneapolis should be
thrilled to have what they have. We haven’t talked about Zach. You know that’s how I judge a night like
that.

On LaVine’s dunk off the missed free throw…
It was a violation. It was completely illegal. When you look at the tape you cannot go in before the ball
leaves somebody’s hands and my first reaction is that’s on us. That’s just not good enough. When you
actually look at the tape, it is a mistake by the referee.

